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Abstract 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain, fol- 

lowed by automated segmentation of the corpus callosum 
(CC) in midsagittal sections has important applications in 
neurology and neurocognitive research since the size and 
shape of the CC are shown to be correlated to sex, age, neu- 
rodegenerarive diseases and various lateralized behavior in 
man. Moreovec whole head, multispectral 30  MRI record- 
ings enable voxel-based tissue classification and estimation 
of total brain volumes, in addition to CC morphometric pa- 
rameters. We propose a new algorithm that uses both niul- 
tispectral MRI nieasurenierits (intensity values) arid prior 
information about shape (CC template) to segment CC in 
midsagittal slices with very little user interaction. The al- 
gorithm has been successfully tested on a sample of IO sub- 
jects scanned with niultispectral 3 0  MRI, collected for  a 
study of dyslexia. We conclude that the proposed method for  
CC segmentation is proniising for  clinical use when multi- 
spectral MR images are recorded. 

1 Introduction 
Several studies indicate that the size and shape of the 

corpus callosum (CC) in human brain are correlated to 
sex [ I ,  8, 291, age [29, 371, brain growth and degenera- 
tion [ 15,231, handedness [6], and to various types of brain 
dysfunction [9, 10, 18, 28, 301. In order to find such corre- 
lations in living brains, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
is regarded as the best method to obtain cross-sectional area 
and shape information from corpus callosum (Fig. 1). In ad- 
dition, MRI is fast and safe, without any radiation exposure 
to the subject such as with X-ray CT. Since manual trac- 
ing of corpus callosum in MR images is time consuming, 
operator-dependent, and does not directly give quantitative 
measures of cross-sectional areas or shape, there is a need 
for automated and robust methods for localization, delin- 
eation and shape description of the corpus callosum. 

We propose a new algorithm that uses both the prior 
information about shape (CC template) and multispectral 
MRI measurements (intensity values) to segment CC in 
midsagittal slices with very little user interaction. The al- 
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gorithm takes advantage of the multispectral properties of 
MRI, which we use in low-level tissue classification, and the 
typical appearance in midsagittal slices of a simply closed 
curve, which we represent as a dynamic contour interacting 
with the low-level segmentation. 

We see several advantages with the proposed method 
compared' to other CC segmentation methods. (i) Our 
method is almost fully automated. For a given subject, the 
only user interaction[ is to pick the midsagittal dice by vi- 
sual inspection. (ii) Computational' requirements are small, 
with a CPU time of about 2 s/slice for low-level segmen- 
tation on a SGI Indigo2 RlOOOO workstation. Matching 
and final clean-up takes 10 shmage on the average. (iii) 
From experiments on clinical MRI data from 10 subjects, 
the method gives robust and accurate CC segmentation re- 
sults when compared to manual tracings. (iv) Our low-level 
segmentation step, which uses multispectral MR data, can 
be directly applied to all the slices in the data set [22]. This 
enable whole brain volume estimates of gray matter, white 
matter and cerebrospinal fluid to be compared to CC mor- 
phometric parameters. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: (a) Midsagittal, TI-weighted MRI section of the brain 
(12 year old boy) showing the corpus callosum as a C-shaped cen- 
tral structure with high signal intensity. (b) Details showing a par- 
tition of the corpus callosum. Ant. = anterior; Post. = posterior 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec- 
tion 2 we present current methods reported in the literature 
for shape analysis of anatomical structures in medical im- 
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ages. Our new algorithm, that uses both prior information 
about shape (CC template) and multispectral MRI measure- 
ments (intensity values), is described in Section 3. Experi- 
mental results, testing the algorithm on a sample of 10 mul- 
tispectral 3D whole-brain acquisitions, are reported in Sec- 
tion 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion of 
clinical applicability and possible improvements of the pro- 
posed method. 

2 Previous Work 
Manual tracing of the CC boundary in midsagittal MR 

images seems to be the most frequently used method in clin- 
ical studies of CC morphometry (e.g., [ 1, 7, 15, I g]). 

Dynamic contour models have been used to segment var- 
ious structures in the brain and other parts of the body im- 
aged with MRI or X-ray CT (see, e.g., 1241 for a survey). 
Staib & Duncan [3 11 introduced a probabilistic deformable 
model, based on the elliptic Fourier decomposition of the 
boundary, to segment the endocardium and the epicardiunz 
boundaries of the left ventricle in cardiac MR images and 
the boundary of the corpus callosum in midsagittal MR im- 
ages. They succeeded in delineating the CC structure using 
six harmonics, but their direct search optimization method 
was slow and the final CC contour was visually inaccurate. 

Szekely et al. 1321 segmented corpus callosum from 
gray-valued MRI images using constrained elastic deforma- 
tions of a flexible Fourier contour model. The algorithm 
requires selection of an anatomically defined reference co- 
ordinate system where the AC/PC line has to be determined 
manually. 

Ghanei and coworkers [ 131 segmented the hippocamus 
using a discrete contour representation and adaptive inter- 
nal force weights. However, their method is dependent on 
manual placement of an initial polygon close to the target 
boundary. Further, several parameters need to be specified 
by the user. 

Various statistical shape models with parameterization 
based on Fourier descriptors, wavelet descriptors and on 
a set of labeled points were developed by Neumann & 
Lorenz 1251 and applied to detect the closed contour of 
spinal vertebra in single axial slices from 3D CT data. Their 
method requires the user to mark points interactively on the 
segmented contour. The results are sensitive to the normal- 
ization procedure being used for shape parameterization re- 
garding translation, rotation and scaling. 

An interactive live-wire boundary extraction method was 
proposed by Barrett & Mortensen 121, where boundary de- 
tection was formulated as a graph searching problem. Their 
local cost function incorporates Laplacian zero-crossing, 
gradient magnitude and gradient direction, and the goal is 
to find the globally minimum cumulative cost path between 
a start node (pixel) and a set of goal nodes. The method 
enables fast detection of the outer boundary of the brain in 

MRI, but requires intensive user interaction and suffers from 
some degree of intra-observer and inter-observer variability. 

Vemuri et al. [36] have developed fast numerical algo- 
rithms for fitting multiresolution hybrid shape models to 
brain MRI. Their shape model is described globally as a de- 
formable superquadric geometry in a wavelet basis and lo- 
cally by a triangular finite-element discretization, where fit- 
ting is regarded as an energy minimization problem. How- 
ever, data points have to be placed on the boundary of in- 
terest or a rough model initialization has to be traced by the 
user. Moreover, the model fitting was not accurate when 
applied to caudate nucleus or the hippocampus. Since their 
algorithm can be used without prior knowledge of the shape 
of interest, it is suited for the learning phase, enabling fast 
automatic construction of prior shape models. 

Lundervold & Storvik [21] proposed a method to seg- 
ment brain parenchyma and cerebrospinal fluid spaces in 
multispectral axial MR images of the head. The two- 
stage algorithm, formulated in a Bayesian framework, com- 
bines multispectral tissue signal intensities and anatomi- 
cal shape information. Each tissue type is represented by 
a multivariate Gaussian, and a priori knowledge of gross 
brain anatomy is described by a stochastic region bound- 
ary model. The algorithm performed well in most of the 10 
data sets tested. However, due to iterative parameter updat- 
ing and simulated annealing optimization the algorithm is 
slow. Moreover, since the fornix and the CC are connected 
structures, both representing white matter, their algorithm 
might not be suitable in our case. 

Duta & Sonka [ 1 I ]  designed a knowledge-based active 
shape procedure (cfr. [ 5 ] )  that incorporated U priori knowl- 
edge about the objects of interest and their specific struc- 
tural relationships in order to provide robust segmentation 
and labeling. Their model was successfully used to identify 
ten neuroanatomic structures in MR brain images. 

Directly related to our application, Davatzikos and 
coworkers [ 81 proposed an elastic deformation transfor- 
mation that normalizes corpus callosum into Talairach 
space [33]. The properties of this transformation was then 
used as a quantitative description of CC shape with respect 
to the Talairach atlas, providing a common reference sys- 
tem for intersubject comparisons. In their two-stage algo- 
rithm, boundary points of the CC are initially extracted by 
seeded region growing in the midsagittal MR image of the 
subject’s head and in the photographed and digitized Ta- 
lairach image. An active contour algorithm is then applied 
to both boundaries. In the second stage, an elastic deforma- 
tion transformation warps the atlas image and brings its CC 
contour into registration with the CC contour in the subject. 
The algorithm requires little user intervention. However, 
the method is CPU demanding and point correspondence 
between homologous points on each active contour is not 
guaranteed. Using the algorithm on midsagittal MR image 
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from a sample of eight women and eight men, they found a 
greater splenial area in females than males. 

Bookstein [4] has introduced a combination of Pro- 
crustes analysis and thin-plate splines for multivariate com- 
parison of the shape outlines. The method was applied to the 
corpus callosum boundary in midsagittal MR images from 
12 normals and from 13 patients with schizophrenia. Using 
his algorithm, he also reanalyzed the sample of 16 individ- 
uals reported in [8], and found a statistically significant CC 
shape difference between the sexes, primarily a vertical ex- 
tension of the splenium in females compared to males. 

3 Proposed Method 
We use a combination of a bottom-up (multispectral con- 

textual classification) and a top-down (shape-matching) ap- 
proach to localize and segment corpus callosum, illustrated 
in Fig. 2. Top down segmentation is guided by prior knowl- 
edge about position and shape of white matter, the only tis- 
sue type of corpus callosum. If shape-matching was applied 
directly to the entire image, the segmentation process would 
be substantially slower and not accurate enough with local 
details. On the other hand, a preliminary bottom up seg- 
mentation improves the speed by eliminating much of the 
unneeded information from the image (in our case infor- 
mation about gray-level structures) while a final bottom-up 
morphological cleaning improves local accuracy. 

Learned prototype 
(prior informution) 

Contextual 3D 
classification 

Deformable 
template 

segmentation 

"white matter" segmentation 
(likrlihoud) 

/' 

trices, since this model is simple and is shown to be rea- 
sonable in other MRI recordings from the brain [35]. To 
obtain tissue-specific parameter estimates (mean values and 
covariance matrices of the class-conditional densities), we 
used K-means partitional clustering [I91 of the voxels in 
a single 2D slice recorded in one of the subjects with sub- 
sequent manual labeling [34, 351. The numbers of clusters 
were selected to match the expected number of normal tis- 
sue types present in the imaged anatomy. 

To reduce the number of voxels to be clustered, a mask 
was drawn manually around the central part of the head. 
This mask was also used to restrict classification of the 
seven central multispectral slices in all other subjects in the 
study. 

3D Contextual Classification To perform a statistical 
classification of the central multispectral slices in each sub- 
ject, we used a 3D generalization of Haslett's contextual 
classification scheme [16] with a first-order, 3D neigh- 
borhood [ 17, 201. Let y = (y1, . . . , y ~ )  denote the N 
voxel-based pattern vectors (i.e., measured signal intensi- 
ties within a region of interest) which are to be labelled 
C1,. . . , C N ,  where CI, belongs to one of the K prede- 
fined tissue types. For each voxel i, we want to compute 
Cf = argmaxk P(Ci = kly),  the maximum a posteri- 
ori probability. Non-contextual classification model make 
use of the signal intensity only of the voxel of interest, i.e., 
P(Ci = kly) = P(Ci = klyi), where P(Ci = kly) is 
computed as follows: 

and f k  is the probability density distribution for class k and 
T k  is the a priori probability of class k. 

In our contextual classification model we make addi- 
tional use of measurements in a spatial neighborhood, ai, of 
pixel i that is P(Ci = kly) = P(Ci = I C [ & ) .  In Haslett's 
extended model, the equation for computing P(Ci = kl&) 
is: 

p(ci = k l a i )  =p(ci = klyi ,YiS ,YiN,YiEiYiW,YiDiYIU)  = 

Figure 2: Integration of bottom-up voxel classification and top- 
down deformable template segmentation. 

K(k)fk(Y*)Tk(YiS)Tk(Y*~)~& ( Y s E ) T k  ( Y i W  ) T k  (YiD ) T k ( Y t U )  
K 

n ( k ) f k ( Y i ) T k  ( Y * S ) ~ k ( Y , N ) ~ k ( Y * E ) T k  (YsW )Tk ( Y i D ) T k ( Y t U )  ' 

where 
3.1 Low-level Segmentation K 

A multispectral and contextual tissue classification algo- Tk(Y,) = C7r(Elk)fl(Y,) 
1=1 rithm is used to obtain an initial segmentation of the brain 

MR image. 

Training Technique We use multivariate normal densi- 
ties f k  with tissue specific mean vectors and covariance ma- 

and T(ltk) is the transition probability of having class 
1 in a voxel given that its neighbor is k, and 
is, iN, I E ,  zW, iD, iU denote the six first-order neighbors 
of z on a 3D lattice (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3: The six first-order neighbors of voxel i .  

For simplicity, non-informative prior probabilities, 7rk = 
(k = 1,. . , , K )  and the default transition probabilities, 

~ ( k l l )  = 0.1 if k # I and 7r(klZ) = 0.9 if k = I 
(k, I = 1,. . . , K )  were selected. Since the classification 
result is used only to guide the initial contour of the de- 
formable model, no doubt or outlier options were used. 

( K - 1 )  

3.2 Deformable Model 
Since CC has a relatively homogeneous gray-level in- 

terior, the main characteristic that makes it distinguishable 
from other structures in the brain is its shape. Therefore, we 
propose to learn the CC shape from the available manual 
tracings and use it in a model-based segmentation guided 
by the results of the low-level pixel classification. 

The shape learning stage consists of automatically ex- 
tracting a shape prototype (mean-shape) and its principal 
modes of variation from the given training set (Fig. 2). To 
compute the prototype, we first align the shapes from the 
training set into a common parameterization framework by 
selecting from every manual contour a subset of registered 
points of equal cardinality. This is achieved by performing a 
pair-wise alignment (using a least-squares type distance [3]) 
of a smoothed version of each shape to every original shape 
in the training set. The alignment procedure, somewhat re- 
semblant to that of Feldmar and Ayache [ 121, first performs 
a global similarity registration of the two shapes, then re- 
fines it  by applying a set of local alignments in a topological 
neighborhood (of each point) defined according to the natu- 
ral point ordering along the contour. In this way, we obtain a 
pseudo-distance matrix whose entries are normalized align- 
ment errors between every couple of shapes in the training 
set. The smoothed shape that has the smallest distance to 
the remaining ones (which can be considered a best$f to the 
training set) is used to extract from each training shape reg- 
istered sets of corresponding points. Then, the mean shape 
is derived by Procrustes Analysis [ 141 applied to the previ- 
ously extracted sets. 

The deformable template segmentation step tries to warp 
the learned CC prototype onto the edges of the image ob- 
tained by low-level classification. In order to achieve a fast 
segmentation, we do not use the entire edge map from the 
low-level classification image. Instead, we first construct a 
region of interest defined in a coordinate system bounded by 
the anatomy. We found that simple thresholding can find the 
position (leftmost, rightmost and uppermost points) of the 

skull. We define a rectangular box with respect to this coor- 
dinate system that contains the CC in all the images (Fig. 4). 
We further simplify the task by morphological cleaning this 
region of interest. An erosion followed by a dilation pro- 
cedure eliminates all small clusters (of pixels) from the re- 
gion of interest. The borders of the remaining large clusters 
are computed and the CC prototype is registered and then 
warped to this edge image. Although in principle, the warp- 
ing could be applied to the edge set obtained directly from 
the gray-level image, we found that the low-level classifica- 
tion eliminates most of the noisy edges belonging to other 
structures than CC. 

Figure 4: Region of interest. (a) Skull detection by thresholding. 
(b) ROI from the original FLASH image. (c) ROI from the “white 
matter” image. 

4 Data and Experimental Results 
MRI data We used a sample of 10 subjects scanned 
with MRI, selected from a larger database collected for 
a study of dyslexia. There were 5 boys, 10-12 years old, 
with well-characterized dyslexia and 5 boys with normal 
reading abilities. The MRI examinations were done on 
a 1.0 T Siemens Impact magnetom using whole head, 
multispectral 3D gradient echo acquisitions (Fig. 5): TIW 
ELASH TR=22ms, TE=6ms, FA=3Oo; T2W DESS TR=26, 
TE=9,45, FA=40; PDW FISP TR=23, %=lo, FA=15; 
FOV=256mm, 3D slab=l60mm, 1 2 8 ~  128x256 sagittal 
acquisition matrix. Each voxel has thus an extension 
of 1 x 1 x 1.25 mm3. The selection of the three pulse 
sequences (3D FLASH, DESS and FISP) was based on 
previous experimental results on the whole head tissue 
classifications using a set of 5 different 3D pulse sequences 
which used the same training procedure and contextual 3D 
classifier [22]. 

4.1 Tissue-specific Training 
In low-level segmentation we used K = 9 classes to de- 

scribe the different tissue types in the head. The tissue la- 
bels and their channel-specific mean values obtained from 
the training procedure are shown in Table 1. Note that the 
training was done in only one multispectral slice from a sin- 
gle subject in the sample. The estimated multivariate nor- 
mal tissue-specific probability densities were then used in 
automated classification of the 7 central slices from each of 
the 10 subjects. 
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Figure 5: Multispectral slice (slice066) selected to represent the 
corpus callosum in subject #I-tj. (a) FLASH. (b) DESS. (c) FISP. 
(d) Manual tracing of corpus callosum using the FLASH channel. 

Class 
name 

muscle 
fat 
air-bone 
conn 1 
conn2 
conn3 
white-m 
gray-m 
CSF 

6 

8 

No. of Mean Mean Mean 
training 
samples (chn 1) (chn2) (chn3) 

916 172.3 64.6 86.9 
542 263.4 110.6 115.2 

7706 13.1 17.4 18.5 
2881 90.5 65.4 118.5 
3164 58.5 42.1 58.0 
2903 76.8 112.5 140.9 
31 18 152.4 127.3 204.8 
7251 114.9 121.4 187.3 

687 62.2 190.3 132.2 

Table 1: Tissue classes and mean vectors computed from the 
training set (slice065 in subject #I-tj) used in all subsequent clas- 
sifications. connl, conn2, conn.? denote different types of connec- 
tive tissue and tissues representing partial volumr effects. white-m 
= white matter, gray-m = gray matter. 

4.2 Low-level Segmentation of White Matter 
For each subject, the location of the central (midsagittal) 

slice was determined manually. Pixels classified as white 
matter in the selected slice from 6 of the subjects, using 
our 3D contextual classification rule, are shown in Fig. 6. 
Only the white matter segmentation was used as input to 
the shape matching algorithm since it is the only tissue type 
of the corpus callosum. From Fig. 6 we see that several 
anatomical structures apart from the corpus callosum were 
classified as white matter. Most prominent are the brain 
stem, the cerebellum (Fig. 6e) and the medial parts of the 
frontal lobe (Fig. 6a) and the occipital lobe (Figs. 6a, b, d- 
f). These latter areas are actually projections of the corpus 
callosum into the neocortical areas of the sectioned hemi- 
sphere. 

(e) (0 
Figure 6: 3D classified ‘white matter’ including corpus callosum 
from 6 individuals using contextual classifier. (a) Subject #I-tj. 
(b) Subject #2-hb. (c) Subject #3-sj. (d) Subject #4-ah. (e) Subject 
#7-na. (f) Subject #-pe. 

In every subject there is also a smaller C-shaped structure 
located beneath the corpus callosum and connected to it. 
This is the fornix, a massive fibre bundle mainly containing 
projection fibres from the hippocampus and the subiculum. 
Since fornix is connected to CC, it needs to be separated. 
After morphological cleaning of the region of interest this 
was done at the shape matching stage where the learned CC 
prototype was warped to the eroded white mutter segmenta- 
tions. 

4.3 Shape Matching and Final CC Segmentation 
Fig. 7 shows the Procrustes average of the 5 manually 

traced CC shapes with the scatter o f j t s  (as defined in [4]) 
overlaid. Consecutive point clouds are drawn in different 
gray-levels to prove that the clouds are non-overlapping, 
that is, the registration is precise. 

Final segmentation results in 6 individuals from the com- 
plete set are shown in Fig. 8. The agreement between the 
manually traced “true” contours (not shown) and the com- 
puted contours was visually excellent in all 10 subjects. 
However, no shape distance metric was calculated to quan- 
tify the agreement. 
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Figure 7: Automatic Procrustes average of the 5 CC shapes with 
the scatter of the points from the aligned examples. 

Figure 8: Segmentation results from 6 individuals. CC shape 
(white contour) in midsagittal TI-weighted FLASH channel im- 
age. (a) Subject #I-tj. (b) Subject #Z-hb. (c) Subject #3-sj. (d) 
Subject #4-ah. (e) Subject #7-na. (9 Subject Wpe. 

5 Summary and Conclusions 

In order to detect and segment the corpus callosum out- 
line in midsagittal MR images for morphometric analysis, 
we have proposed a new algorithm that uses both prior in- 
formation about shape (CC template) and the multispectral 
MRI measurements (intensity values), with little user inter- 
action. The method has been successfully applied to 10 

subjects with very good agreement between the manually 
traced (“true”) outline and the detected outline. However, 
if the present choice of midsagittal section and the resulting 
CC segmentation will be used to calculate CC morphometry 
in each individual, one caution should be made. The relia- 
bility of callosal area and shape measurements is partly de- 
pendent on the method used for segmenting the CC bound- 
ary and partly dependent on the CC appearance in the slice 
selected to represent CC in a given subject. Relating to 
the last factor of variability, Rauch and Jinkins [27] stud- 
ied the effect of subject placement in the scanner. Using 
12 healthy subjects they found that the variability in cross- 
sectional area, attributable to differences in the orientation 
of the scan plane used to generate the midsagittal image was 
in the order o f f  3.7%. Variability in CC cross-sectional ar- 
eas due to intra-observer measurement variation was found 
to be about f 2.5%, using multiple sessions with manual 
tracing in a given image. To eliminate the need for uni- 
formity of head position at the time of imaging, Semrud- 
Clikeman et al. [30] acquired TI-weighted 3D-SPGR im- 
ages which were reformatted into a positionally normalized 
sagittal scan using proper rigid-body translation and rota- 
tion and subsequent re-slicing into 1.0 mm sagittal slices 
prior to morphometric analysis. 

Although our segmentation results were visually good, 
the set of processed images is small. A natural next step 
will therefore be to evaluate quantitatively, on a larger 
data set, the present method against other approaches 
with respect to computation time, degree of robustness 
and accuracy. There are several good candidates for a 
comparative study. One such algorithm is gradient vector 
flow [38] using snakes and external force computed as a 
diffusion of the gradient vectors of a gray-level or a binary 
edge map derived from the sagittal MR image. This snake 
method has been shown to move snakes into boundary 
cavities which is a typical characteristic of the CC contour. 
Other methods which should be considered are the flexible 
Fourier contour model by Szekely and coworkers [32], the 
edge-focusing algorithm by Raman et al. [26], and also the 
contour deformation method developed in [SI. 
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